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Abstract: Touch shape discrimination is not only closely related to tactile mechanoreceptors but
also higher cognitive function. However, previous shape discrimination methods are difficult to
complete in a short time, and the devices are complicated to operate and not user-friendly for
nonprofessionals. Here, we propose a new method, the evaluation quantity of which is the angle
discrimination threshold. In addition, to make this method easy to use for nonprofessionals, we
designed a haptic angle sorting system, including the device and software. To evaluate this method,
the angle sorting and two-angle discrimination experiments were compared, and it was found that
participants spent significantly less time in the former experiment than in the latter. At the same time,
there is a strong correlation between the performance of angle sorting and two-angle discrimination,
which shows that the angle threshold obtained by the new method can also be used to evaluate the
ability of touch discrimination. Moreover, the angle sorting results of different age groups also further
demonstrate the feasibility of the method. The efficiency of this new method and the effectiveness of
the system also provide a convenient means for evaluating haptic shape discrimination, which may
have potential clinical application value in the early diagnosis of peripheral neuropathy and even in
the evaluation of cognitive function.

Keywords: haptic angle discrimination; angle sort; discrimination threshold; haptic device;
human haptics

1. Introduction

Tactile shape discrimination plays an important role in the process of human ex-
ploration of the outside world [1]. In the process of shape discrimination, the human
cerebral network activates the primary and secondary somatosensory cortex for sensing
spatial information [2–5], a part of the parietal sulcus for advanced cognition such as the
higher-level areas for computation and elaborate reconstruction of shapes [6–9] and the
prefrontal cortex for tactile working memory processing [6,10]. Previous studies have
demonstrated that shape discriminability changes with age [11,12] and is impaired by
neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [13,14]. Thus, an appropri-
ate set of shape discrimination tests is expected to distinguish the cognitive functions of
healthy older individuals and patients with neurodegenerative disease, which may serve as
a preclinical screening test. The present study aims to develop an efficient and convenient
shape discriminability detection paradigm and device.
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Touch shape discriminability is commonly used clinically to assess tactile perception
and even to estimate higher-level functions such as working memory [15–17]. In our
previous studies, tactile angle discrimination was found to be related to higher cognitive
functions, where the impairment of working memory significantly reduced tactile angle
discriminability [13,14]. Therefore, we developed an angle stimuli presentation device [18]
for the evaluation of cognitive impairment by testing tactile angle discriminability. In that
experiment, the two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) method was used. We presented
20 pairs of angle stimuli in pseudorandom order and calculated the angle discrimination
threshold [13,19]. However, there are still two problems in our previous research on angle
threshold discrimination. (1) The 2AFC paradigm needs many pairwise comparisons,
which are necessary for an accurate discrimination threshold, consequently, it takes ap-
proximately 2.5 h for each participant to complete the task. In particular, it is difficult
for some groups to concentrate on long-term tests. (2) The device was controlled using
an extra computer to code and required a technician to run the control program, which
makes these complex operations difficult for the device to be used clinically, especially
by nonprofessionals.

To solve these two problems, we proposed a new method in which participants are
asked to sort a series of five angle stimuli. By using the obtained angle sorting data, we
derived the discrimination thresholds (DTs), enabling us to evaluate angle discriminability
detection efficiently. We explained in detail the paradigm process of angle sorting and
the evaluation calculation method in this paradigm. Furthermore, we designed a new
integrated automatic control system device that is user-friendly for nonprofessionals.
Instead of using the hardware structure of the previous device to rely on the computer,
a microcomputer is directly integrated into the new device. Special analysis software is
designed for the system, which can collect and analyze data in the paradigm of angle
sorting and then display and transmit the results.

2. Angle Sorting
2.1. Procedure of Haptic Angle Sorting

Sorting is an efficient method that can be used for psychophysical measurements [20],
such as the 100-hue test for measuring hue discrimination. Referring to this visual test
paradigm, we propose a new method of angle sorting for haptic shape discrimination. In
the angle sorting paradigm, there are a series of seven angle stimuli, for instance, with an
angle difference of 2◦ in the present study, including the smallest and the largest reference
angles, and five angles between these two reference angles.

During the experiment, the participant wore an eye mask, and the heights of the
chair and table were adjusted to ensure that the participant’s arms were comfortable. The
experimenter placed the angle stimulus at a minimum angle in the first position of the
device and a maximum angle in the seventh position, as shown in Figure 1. Then, the
remaining five angle stimuli to be sorted were randomly presented to the participant one
by one. The participant was asked to discriminate and compare each angle stimulus with
the index finger of their right hand and sort it with his/her left hand. The participant
placed the angle stimulus in one of the positions from the second to the sixth position
and ensured that the angle stimuli were placed from the first to the seventh position in
sequence from small to large. All angle stimuli are horizontally placed with the vertex to
the right and two rays to the left. Fixing the minimum and maximum angle stimuli at the
first and seventh positions provides a very clear reference for the participant and reduces
the difficulty of the angle sorting experiment. In addition, the angle stimuli placed by the
participant in the second to sixth positions can be adjusted an unlimited number of times,
although the direction of the angle stimulus remains the same.
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The maximum likelihood probability of each sorting result was statistically analyzed. 

In the data analysis, we hypothesized that the participant always chooses the smallest 

from the unplaced angle every time starting from the second position when sorting, until 

the last one is placed in the sixth position, and that once each stimulus was selected, they 

could not be selected again. The participant’s angle discrimination ability was constant, 
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according to the central limit theorem of statistics, the probability of choosing the smallest 

Figure 1. The procedure of a haptic angle sorting paradigm. Each target is randomly selected
and submitted to the participant for comparison. After touching the first target, the participant
compared it with the reference angle and placed it in a suitable ranking position according to the
angle difference. Then, all angles that were placed on the device were used as references to determine
the position of the new target. When all five angle stimuli were placed, the participant was required
to touch the angle stimuli again from small to large to confirm whether the order was correct. When
the participant thought that it was incorrect, he could adjust the sorting as many times as desired.
When the participant thought that it was correct, he/she submitted the final result to end the test.

The participant was allowed to touch the angle stimuli of the first and seventh posi-
tions in the experiment but could not move their positions. After each adjustment of the
stimulus, the participant was asked to confirm the sort of the haptic angles from left to
right. From the evaluation experiment, it was found that all the participants submitted
results after approximately three to five sorting confirmations. After angle sorting was
confirmed and submitted, one trial was complected. A trial of the angle sorting paradigm
is shown in Figure 1. With this paradigm, it only takes 3–5 min to get the threshold.

2.2. Estimation of Standard Deviation

The maximum likelihood probability of each sorting result was statistically analyzed.
In the data analysis, we hypothesized that the participant always chooses the smallest from
the unplaced angle every time starting from the second position when sorting, until the last
one is placed in the sixth position, and that once each stimulus was selected, they could
not be selected again. The participant’s angle discrimination ability was constant, and
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we supposed that the probability of selecting each angle stimulus at the second position
was P2,n. Assuming that this probability obeys the normal distribution P2,n ∼ N

(
µ, σ2),

according to the central limit theorem of statistics, the probability of choosing the smallest
angle at the second position is the largest, that is, the peak value of the normal distribution
probability curve; the selection probability of adjacent and spaced angles obeys the normal
distribution probability density and decreases with increasing distance. Similarly, at the
third, fourth, fifth and sixth positions, the probability that the participant will choose the
smallest angle from the rest is still the highest, and the probability is also the peak of the
same normal distribution probability curve. The selection probability of the adjacent angle
and the interval angle obeys the normal distribution probability density and decreases
with increasing distance between them and the minimum angle. It should be noted that
this probability is zero if the adjacent angle has been placed before, and the next angle
category due to the large difference between it and the smallest angle will still reduce the
probability of being selected.

More importantly, it is appropriate to apply the normal distribution to the psychophys-
ical calculations of behavior [21–23]. When a normal distribution is used, the haptic angle
sorting discriminability between each participant can be assessed by σ in the normal distri-
bution. If µ = a and x = b are determined in the normal distribution; When σ is smaller,
the probability density value, f (x = b; µ = a; σ), of the normal distribution at x = b is
larger, which reflects that participants are more likely to discriminate the smallest angle,
that is, the participant has better discrimination of the angle; the larger σ, the smaller the
probability density value, the lower the probability of choosing the smallest angle, and
the worse the participant’s haptic angle discriminability, as shown in Figure 2. Therefore,
according to this meaning of the standard deviation of the normal distribution σ in the
psychophysical quantity, σ is the unique standard deviation of the normal distribution
curve, of which the mathematical model can be established as follows.
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among the remaining angles. For example, a trial of angle sorting (𝐴𝑆1) is 26°, 22°, 24°, 28° 

Figure 2. In the angle sorting paradigm, when µ = a and x = b are determined in the normal
distribution, σ relates the participant’s haptic angle discriminability. The smaller σ1 is, the larger
the probability density value, which reflects that the participants are more likely to discriminate the
smallest angle, that is, the participant has better discrimination of the angle. The larger σ3 is, the
smaller the probability density value, the lower the probability of choosing the smallest angle, and
the worse the participant’s haptic angle discriminability.

Since the smallest angle stimulus is always selected at each position during sorting,
the normal distribution determines that the probability is related to the smallest angle
among the remaining angles. For example, a trial of angle sorting (AS1) is 26◦, 22◦, 24◦, 28◦
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and 30◦, as shown in Figure 1. Here, we set up µ = min(AS), σ = 1.4 and min(AS) as the
smallest angle value among the remaining angle categories, then

P2,n = f (x; u; σ = 1.4) =
1

1.4
√

2π
e−

1
2 (

x−µ
1.4 )

2

(1)

In Equation (1), P2,n is the probability that the remaining angle category stim-
ulus is selected at the second position, n ∈ (22, 24, 26, 28, 30). The smallest angle
among the remaining angle categories in the sec ond position is 22◦, µ = 22, and as
the peak value of the normal distribution is P2,22 = f (x = 22; u = 22; σ = 1.4) = 0.2850,
the adjacent and other angle probabilities are P2,24 = f (x = 24; u = 22; σ = 1.4) = 0.1027,
P2,26 = f (x = 26; u = 22; σ = 1.4) = 0.0048, P2,28 = f (x = 28; u = 22; σ = 1.4) = 0 and
P2,30 = f (x = 30; u = 22; σ = 1.4) = 0. P3,n is also the probability of the remaining angle
category stimulus selected in the third position, n ∈ (22, 24, 28, 30). The smallest angle
among the remaining angle categories in the third position is still 22◦, µ = 22, and as the
peak value of the normal distribution is P3,22 = f (x = 22; u = 22; σ = 1.4) = 0.2850, the ad-
jacent and other angle probabilities are P3,24 = f (x = 24; u = 22; σ = 1.4) = 0.1027, P3,26 = 0,
P3,28 = f (x = 28; u = 22; σ = 1.4) = 0 and P3,30 = f (x = 30; u = 22; σ = 1.4) = 0. Here, the
stimulus of 26◦ has been placed in the second position and the probability of P3,26 is 0. In the
subsequent position, since each stimulus cannot be selected again once it has been selected,
the probability of the angle stimulus selected before is also 0; thus, the probability of being
selected in P4,n, P5,n, and P6,n is also 0 in all cases. In addition, the probability of choosing
the smallest angle at each position is always the greatest; that is, the probability of the angle
being selected is the peak in its probability distribution, f (x = µ; µ; σ = 1.4) = 0.2850;
for example, the smallest angle in the third position is 22◦, which is the same as that of
the second position. The probability density of the remaining angle selected decreases
with increasing distance and obeys the normal distribution. Therefore, we can obtain
the probability distributions of P4,n, P5,n and P6,n in the fourth, fifth and sixth positions,
respectively, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. An example of the method to calculate angle sorting.

Angle
Categories

Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth

P2,n PL2(26◦) P3,n PL3(22◦) P4,n PL4(24◦) P5,n PL4(28◦) P6,n PL6(30◦)

22◦ 0.2850 0.2850 0.7350 0 0 0
24◦ 0.1027 0.1027 0.2850 0.9833 0 0
26◦ 0.0048 0.0123 0 0 0 0
28◦ 0 0 0.0048 0.2850 0.7350 0
30◦ 0 0 0 0.1027 0.2850 1.0000

0.3925 0.3877 0.2898 0.3877 0.2850
P(σ, AS1) = PL2PL3PL4PL5PL6 = 0.0065

In the table, Angle Categories is the angle category sorted by the participant; P2,n is the probability distributions from all angle categories in
the second position; P3,n, P4,n, P5,n and P6n are the same as before; PL2 is the probability of choosing the angle (26◦) when the probability
distribution is P2,n; and PL3, PL4, PL5 and PL6 are the same.

In Table 1, the trial angle sorting is 26◦, 22◦, 24◦, 28◦ and 30◦. When we evalu-
ate the probability of being selected at the second position, the probability of each an-
gle is different. And we assume that when participants are asked to choose the small-
est angle, the probability of choosing different angles obeys a normal distribution, so
µ = min(22, 24, 26, 28, 30) = 22. And the probability of each angle being selected during
the process of this category is P2,n (n = 22, 24, 26, 28, 30), as show in Table 1. For instance,
the angle of the second position is 26◦, and the probability of its occurrence is

PL2 =
f (x = 26; µ = 22; σ = 1.4)

∑30
n=22 P2,n

=
0.0048

0.2850 + 0.1027 + 0.0048 + 0 + 0
= 0.0123 (2)
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In Equation (2), PL2 is the probability of choosing this angle (26◦) among the remaining
angle stimuli (26◦, 22◦, 24◦, 28◦, 30◦) at the second position. At the third position, the rest
angles are 22◦, 24◦, 28◦ and 30◦, so µ = min(22, 24, 28, 30) = 22. 26 has been placed in
the second position, and according to the assumption that once each stimulus was selected,
it could not be selected again, its probability of being selected is 0. However, the rest of
angles still obey the normal distribution. Therefore, the probability of each category of
angle being selected is P3,n (n = 22, 24, 26, 28, 30), as show in Table 1. The angle of the
third position is 22◦, and the probability of its occurrence is

PL3 =
f (x = 22; µ = 22; σ = 1.4)

∑30
n=22 P2,n

=
0.2850

0.2850 + 0.1027 + 0 + 0 + 0
= 0.7350 (3)

In Equation (3), PL3 is the probability of choosing this angle (22◦) among the remain-
ing angle stimuli (22◦, 24◦, 28◦, 30◦). Similarly, we have PL4 = 0.9833, PL5 = 0.7350, PL6 = 1.
Therefore, when σ = 1.4 and AS1 = (26◦, 22◦, 24◦, 28◦, 30◦), the probability is
P(σ, AS1) = PL2PL3PL4PL5PL6 = 0.0065, as shown in Table 1.

Here, we know that this result has nothing to do with the mean µ and x range of
the normal distribution and is based on the angle sorting AS1 = (26◦, 22◦, 24◦, 28◦, 30◦)
and the assumption of σ = 1.4. The result, P(σ, AS1), changes with each different value
chosen for σ. According to the above data analysis model, when AS1 is determined, we can
construct the relationship function of P(σ, AS1) = f (σ) with σ as the independent variable.
For example, when AS1 = (26◦, 22◦, 24◦, 28◦, 30◦), we can obtain the relationship between
σ and P(σ, AS1), as shown in Figure 3a.

We can see from Figure 3a that when the angle sorting is AS1 = (26◦, 22◦, 24◦, 28◦, 30◦),
P(σ, AS1) will change with the change of σ; there is a peak value in the change of P(σ, AS1),
as shown in point A (2.6, 0.0327) in Figure 3a. The probability of P(σ, AS1) corresponding
to the peak is the maximum probability in this angle sorting. Therefore, we can obtain the
participant’s σ corresponding to the peak value, σ = 2.6.

Two special situations need to be considered in the standard deviation estimation.
First, when the angle sorting is completely correct, AS2 = (22◦, 24◦, 26◦, 28◦, 30◦), the
relationship between P(σ, AS2) and σ is shown in Figure 3b. Figure 3b shows that when,
σ ∈ [0, 0.44], the probability P(σ, AS2) is the maximum, which indicates that there are
countless kinds of the probability P(σ, AS2) corresponding to σ; when σ > 0.44, as shown
in B (0.44,1) in Figure 3b, the probability P(σ, AS2) will gradually decrease. In this case,
we set the σ of the correct angle sorting to 0.44. However, if a participant is perfectly
discriminating every time in angle sort, the experimenter should consider choosing a series
of stimuli with a smaller angle difference.

Second, if the angle sorting is AS3 = (28◦, 30◦, 26◦, 24◦, 22◦), that is, when the partici-
pant mistook the larger angle as the smallest angle during sorting, the relationship between
P(σ, AS3) and σ is shown in Figure 3c. As shown in Figure 3c, P(σ, AS3) increases with
increasing σ, and the result of σ is the upper bound that we set. At this point, we considered
that the AS3 could not be used to evaluate the participant’s σ. If this happens, this series of
angle stimuli for the sorting should be replaced by a larger angle difference, larger than 2◦;
if it still cannot be obtained, σ, which is not the upper bound value, continues to replace
the larger value.
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Figure 3. The relationship between σ and the probability of the angle sorting result P(σ, ASn).
(a) When the angle sorting AS1 is wrong, the relationship between the σ and the probability of
the angle sort result P(σ, AS1) is AS1 = (26◦, 22◦, 24◦, 28◦, 30◦). (b) When the angle sort AS2 is
completely correct, the relationship between the σ and the probability of the angle sort result
P(σ, AS2) is, AS2 = (22◦, 24◦, 26◦, 28◦, 30◦). (c) When the angle sort AS3 is wrong, treating the larger
angle as the smaller angle, the relationship between σ and the probability of the angle sorting result
P(σ, AS3). The relationship between σ and the probability of the angle sorting result P(σ, AS3) is
AS3 = (28◦, 30◦, 26◦, 24◦, 22◦).
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2.3. Angle Discrimination Threshold

In the evaluation of angle sorting, we showed in detail the relationship between the
standard deviation of the normal distribution and the participant’s discriminative ability.
Indeed, for an example of a sorting result (26◦, 22◦, 24◦, 28◦, 30◦), we estimated σ = 2.6,
which indicates the maximum probability of the angle sorting result.

Next, by integrating the normal distribution, for example, with an estimated standard
deviation, we derived the normal cumulative distribution function, which indicates the
angle discrimination function, as shown in Figure 4. In the figure, we used the σ = 2.6 and
the mean angle of 26◦. The horizontal axis indicates the stimulus angle, and the vertical
axis indicates the cumulative probability. The difference in the cumulative probability
between two stimuli indicates the discriminability between the two stimuli. In general,
the discrimination threshold from the mean angle is defined by the angle indicating the
cumulative probability of 25% or 75%. The cumulative probabilities of 25% and 75%
correspond to the horizontal distance multiplied by 0.675 and the standard deviation
(σ = 2.6) from the mean angle. Thus, we can calculate the angle discrimination threshold
(DT) by using the following equation:

DT =
x1 − x2

2
= 0.675σ (4)

In Equation (4), x1 and x2 denote the angle discrimination thresholds from the refer-
ence angle, as shown at points C and D in Figure 4. When σ = 2.6, for example, DT is
estimated to be approximately 1.76◦.

In the present study, we used the normal cumulative distribution function rather
than a logistic function which previous studies [13,19] used to estimate the discrimination
thresholds. These two distribution functions are known to be similar except that logistics
have heavier tails than the normal cumulative distribution function. Therefore, it is not
unreasonable to use the normal probability function and the normal cumulative distribution
function to estimate the angle discrimination threshold from the angle sorting result.
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Figure 4. The relationship between the cumulative probability and stimulus angle for the condition
of the reference stimulus angle 26◦ and σ = 2.6. The horizontal axis indicates the stimulus angle,
and the vertical axis indicates the cumulative probability. C (x1, 75%) and D (x2, 25%) denote the
threshold coordinates. x1 and x2 denote the angle discrimination thresholds from the reference angle.

3. Angle Sorting System Description
3.1. Haptic Pattern

In some previous studies, stimuli of two-dimensional (2-D) raised-line drawings were
used to explore the touch perception process [24–27]. The accuracy of 2-D raised-line
drawings is amenable to control when being designed, and the drawings can remove the
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information of real objects [28]. Therefore, we designed a 2-D raised-angle stimulus [13,19]
for the sorting test, where the angle difference of the 2-D raised-angle is 2◦, as shown
in Figure 5.
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3.2. Design of the Haptic Angle Sorting Device

Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of the structure of the haptic angle sorting system.
The system includes four parts: (1) an interaction part, (2) an angle stimulus detection part,
(3) a system control part, and (4) a power supply and data output part. The interactive
part consists of a touch screen, which is used by the experimenter for experiments and
data manipulation, and five code unit positions where the participants sort the angle
stimuli. The angle stimulus detection part is a keycode conversion module (STC89C51,
STC Microcontroller Inc., Beijing, China) that can identify five different keycodes of angles
of stimuli simultaneously and send the angle stimulus sorting information to the system
software control part. The system control part is a field programmable gate array (FPGA)
main control module (ZYNQ 7010, Xilinx Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) of the microcomputer.
And the reason why FPGA is chosen as the main control is that the functions of this module
can be configured according to requirements, and its many interfaces also provide the
possibility for later function expansion, including running system software and controlling
touch screen. In addition to experimental data calculation, storage and transmission
through multiple interfaces.
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Figure 7b shows the appearance and structure model diagram of the designed haptic
angle sorting device, and all operating parts (except the power button), during the experi-
ment: (1) The 7-inch touch screen is used to input the information of the participants and
display the results after the test; (2) a square of seven grooves (40 mm× 40 mm) was placed
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on the top part of the device; (3) confirmation key; and (4) a box embedded in the device is
designed to store angular stimuli to prevent loss during carrying.
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Figure 7. The configuration of the haptic angle sorting device: (a) design of the haptic pattern (I),
which includes the angle stimulus at the front (II) and keycode base at the back (III); (b) interface
design of the haptic angle device and (c) design of the haptic angle stimulus position in a fixed
position and a sequence position.

Three microswitches are arranged in a group in each position from the grooves of the
second to sixth positions to identify each angle stimulus, as shown in Figure 7c. These
three microswitches constitute a code unit which is one of the five code units, as shown
in Figure 6. In the sorting experiment, the keycodes are triggered by the base of the iron
block adsorbed by a magnet, which is combined with an angle stimulus to form a stimulus
module. The haptic angle sorting test system must identify five sets of keys to confirm
the sequence of angle stimuli in the experiment, as shown in Figure 7b. Each microswitch
is connected to an I/O port for processing and transmission efficiency. The haptic angle
sorting test system must identify five sets of keys to confirm the sequence of angle stimuli in
the angle sort. When each microswitch is connected to an I/O port of the 51 microcontroller
unit (MCU) chip, the triggered microswitches can realize high and low levels of the chip at
each I/O port so that the MCU can identify the digital signal of the I/O port as 1 or 0. To
transform different angle stimulus information into digital code, the three microswitches
in the groove will stimulate the trigger switch according to different angles, so the three
switches closing or opening combination mode can be converted into three-bit binary,
the sole digital signals. The recognition method of angle stimuli is not affected by the
environment, and it can quickly and accurately identify different angle stimuli. There are
five keycodes (000, 001, 011, 100, 110), corresponding to the value of each angle stimulus
and the output binary data value. To obtain those input keycodes, five types of stimulus
block bases were designed, as shown in Figure 8a. Among them, the base key codes of the
four stimulation blocks (001 and 100, 011 and 110) are symmetrical. Therefore, the same
stimulus block base was rotated 180◦ for installation, which reduced the processing cost
of the equipment. When placing the angle stimulation module, which is composed of the
angle stimulation and iron base block, the stimulus module at each position is attracted by
a 12-mm-diameter magnet and triggers the microswitch in the groove.
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angle sorting device by the participant in the experiment.

3.3. System Software

The design of the software was based on hardware considerations using MATLAB (The
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) App Designer platform. At the same time, to simplify
the data processing process, we also added the evaluation algorithm of the angle sorting
paradigm in Section 2 into the software. At the end of the experiment, participants were
able to obtain the assessment results from the software immediately. The touch screen is
very convenient and user-friendly. According to the angle sorting paradigm, the flowchart
of the software is shown in Figure 9. The operation of the software is mainly designed to
operate in three steps according to the experimental process, as shown in Figure 8c.

3.4. System Implementation

Figure 8 is the implementation of the system. Haptic patterns have seven angle
stimulations, including 20◦, 22◦, 24◦, 26◦, 28◦, 30◦ and 32◦. These angle stimulations prevent
wear and reduce accuracy. The device is made of aluminum alloy, and the machining
accuracy is ±0.01 mm. The back of the haptic pattern is a keycode block, and the angle
stimuli are bolted together. Each haptic pattern that needs to be sorted by participants is
different, in which the patterns are angle stimuli other than the maximum and minimum
position fixed, as shown in Figure 8a. Figure 8b is the final device. Figure 8c shows the
operation interface of the software in the experiment.
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4. System Evaluation

We performed two experiments to compare the paradigms of angle sorting and 2AFC.
The participants’ two thresholds were calculated for touch shape discriminability detection.
Meanwhile, the practicability of the system was verified.

4.1. Participants

Ten healthy right-handed volunteers (five males and five females), ranging in age
from 25–35 years with a mean age of 29.5 years, consented to participate in this experiment.
Handedness was confirmed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory. The research was
approved by the Institutional Research Review Board at Okayama University, and all
participants signed informed-consent forms. No participants had prior experience with
haptic angle sorting devices.

4.2. Methods

In the two-angle discrimination experiment, one standard angle (SA) and six compari-
son angles (CAs) are selected. The apex of all angles was always pointing to the right. We
used the angle stimuli presentation instrument where two angles are clamped horizontally
on the electric slide [29]. All participants were blindfolded and seated at a table. The
participant’s right hand was fixed with tape to an immobile plate with only the right
index finger making contact with the angle stimuli, as shown in Figure 10a. The motion
of the electric slide was controlled by a computer and was limited to a maximum range
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of 200.0 mm. The accuracy of the distance is 0.01 mm, and the movement speed is 0.01 to
100.0 mm/s, both of which were controlled by the computer code.
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Figure 10. In the two-angle discrimination experiment, the instrument, the procedure and the DT of the calculation were
used: (a) experiment method (1) the angle stimuli presentation instrument; (2) one trial procedure of angle discrimination
and (b) the logistic function curve fitted from accuracy under an SA. The DT is the value with 75% accuracy.

During the experiment, the experimenter clamped the SA and one of the six CAs on
the instrument before each trial. Then, these angles were moved under the participant’s
right index finger so that the participant could perceive the size of the angle through the
imaginary bisector. In addition, all angles moved from the endpoints toward the apex. After
the pair of angles were scanned on the finger of the participant, one trial was completed.
The participant was asked to use two digital buttons (NumPad 1 indicates the first touch is
larger and NumPad 3 means another is larger) to provide feedback on the larger angle of
the pair of angles (two-alternative forced-choice, 2AFC). A pseudorandom order was used
to present the SA and CA to the participant. A trial of the paradigm is shown in Figure 10a.
In this paradigm, we used the two-angle discrimination method from previous studies to
measure the angle DT for the participants. Seven different angles (20◦, 22◦, 24◦, 26◦, 28◦,
30◦ and 32◦) were used in the comparison discrimination of the two angles [12,18,26,27].
In the experiment, one of seven angles was used as the standard angle (SA), and the other
six angles were used as the CAs. Ten trials per SA were performed using the paradigm
of 2AFC, and one SA and the same CAs were presented in a pseudorandom order. This
experiment consisted of 420 trials, and the participants had a break for at least 5 min after
each series of 105 trials. The trial duration, including the time to present the angle and the
participant’s response time, was 160 to 180 min.

In the angle sorting experiment, the haptic angle sorting device was horizontally
placed on the table directly in front of the participant, who was asked the paradigm of the
sort angle, as described in Section 2.1. Angle stimulation was the same at seven angles as
in the two-angle discrimination test. The angle sorting experiment was repeated 10 times
for each participant. The participants were given a 5 min break after five sorting tests. The
sorting time for each participant was 3 to 4 min, and the 10 sorting test durations were 35
to 40 min.

4.3. Data Processing and Analysis

During the two-angle discrimination experiment, the data were automatically recorded,
including the values of all angles that the participants selected and the order in which they
were presented, and were used to calculate the angle discrimination threshold (SA) of the
participant. The accuracy θ for each SA was computed for each participant in each trial.
The accuracy data were applied to the logistic function (adapted from [13,19,30–33]). The
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DT is defined as the angle difference at an accuracy rate of 75%. Every DT was calculated
for each participant using different SAs in this method. The DTs were computed from the
logistic function (X = 75% accuracy), Figure 10b. Each participant gets a DT when using
each SA, and seven SAs correspond to seven DTs.

The difference in the DT of all participants in six SAs of the two-angle threshold dis-
crimination experiment was analyzed by repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA).
The level of significance was fixed at p < 0.01 for all analyses. Then, we averaged the DTs
of the same participant under the different SAs, as shown in Figure 11.
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In the angle sorting experiment, the haptic angle sorting device automatically cal-
culates the result of each trial sort according to the evaluation method of the paradigm,
the result of which includes the maximum probability of the sort P(σ, ASn) and σ. There
was no invalid σ in the angle sort experiment results of all participants in each trial. Each
trial sort for each participant results obtained the P(σ, ASn) and σ, and 10 DTs were ob-
tained for each participant after 10 trials of angle sorting. We also averaged the DTs of the
same participant, and then we obtained the estimated discrimination threshold through
Equation (4) and DT = 0.675σ, as shown in Figure 11.

4.4. Results and Discussion

The results of 2AFC indicated that the participant’s ability to discriminate angular
size varied by 3.4 to 5.4 when the size of the standard angle varied from 20◦ to 32◦, and the
results of the angle sorting varied from 1.61 to 2.75, as shown in Figure 11. We calculated
the correlation coefficient between DT1 from angle sorting and DT2 from 2AFC and found
that the correlation coefficient was R(DT1, DT2) = 0.9075, p = 0.0003. According to the
Pearson correlation coefficient principle, there is a strong correlation, and the p value
indicates the significance of the result. The correlation analysis results showed that the
angle sorting method can also be used to evaluate the angle discrimination threshold.
At the same time, we also made a detailed comparison of the two methods, as shown
in Table 2.
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Table 2. Comparison of angle sorting and 2AFC.

Method Number of Comparisons
(Times/Person) Spend Time (Min/Person)

angle sorting 1 3–5
2AFC (present) 420 160–180

2AFC (Wijntjes et al., 2007) [34] Mean 395 60
2AFC (Wu et al., 2010) [19] Mean 640 90–180

2AFC (Wang et al., 2019) [35] 100 40

The difference between the two DTs is due to the different effects of the 2-D pattern
discrimination by active and passive touch. Almost all previous studies have shown that
the shape discrimination of active touch sensation of participants’ voluntary movement was
better because of the active kinesthetic feedback involved. Our previous studies found that
in the case of active kinesthetic feedback, the discrimination threshold reached 84% of the
correct answer threshold, while that of passive touch was 75%, but there was a conversion
factor of approximately 1.48 between the two groups [19,34]. This conversion factor also
applies here; that is, the value corresponding to the accuracy of 75% in the logical function
relates to the standard deviation of the estimated normal distribution, which is 0.675σ. The
discriminability of the participants may perform better in the angle sorting than in the
pairwise comparison of 2AFC.

In addition, the angle sorting evaluation relates to, but extends beyond, the threshold
calculated using 2AFC. The threshold measured by the same participant also changed when
the SA changed; that is, the threshold also increased when the SA (SA < 90◦) increased [19].
Different SAs will make the results of the DT not unique. However, in the σ of DT1 = 0.675σ
and the maximum probability of angle sort, P(σ, SAn) = f (σ) is the optimal solution
obtained from this model. When the angle difference is appropriate, angle sorting of the
participant corresponds only to a unique DT1.

This strong correlation may be because the psychological cognitive process is equiva-
lent to the two paradigms. Although each comparison in haptic sorting is not completely
independent of the comparison in 2AFC, the two paradigms are identical in touch shape
cognition. During the paradigms, they both involved not only the four mechanoreceptive
and afferent nerves for shape discrimination [36] but also working memory for contributing
to the performance of somatosensory discrimination [6,10,37]. These properties reflect the
individual’s cognitive ability, especially haptic working memory, which probably involves
functional interactions with many brain regions, including the parietal operculum [37],
the left anterior prefrontal cortex [38,39], the parieto-occipital cortex, the posterior parietal
regions, the left ventral premotor cortex and the anterior medial frontal gyrus [40–43].

5. Comparative Evaluation between Young and Old Groups

To further verify the stability and practicability of the angle sorting paradigm, we
recruited participants of different ages (young vs. old) in the present experiment. We
expect the differences between young and old to be reflected in the angle sorting task.

5.1. Participants

Fifty-one healthy volunteers, including 30 Okayama University students (26 males
and four females, ranging in age from 20–23 years with a mean age of 21.7 years, two males
were left-handed and the rest were right-hand) and 21 elderly retirees (six males and
15 females, ranging in age from 64–88 years with a mean age of 72.9 years, four females
were left-handed and the rest were right-hand), consented to participate in the angle sorting
test. Handedness was confirmed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory. The research
was approved by the Institutional Research Review Board at Okayama University, and all
participants signed informed consent forms. No participants had prior experience with
haptic angle sorting devices.
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5.2. Methods

The haptic angle sorting device was placed horizontally on the table directly in front
of the participant, who was asked the paradigm of the sorting angle, as described in
Section 2.1. The same angle stimulus was selected for a 2◦ angle difference (20◦, 22◦, 24◦,
26◦, 28◦, 30◦ and 32◦, among these, 20◦ and 32◦ were the reference angles.). The angle
sorting experiment was repeated three times for each participant. The angle sorting time
for each participant was 12 to 15 min.

5.3. Data Processing and Analysis

The haptic angle sorting device automatically calculates the result of each trial sort-
ing according to the evaluation method in Section 2.2, the result of which includes the
maximum probability of the sorting P(σ, ASn), and σ. There was also no invalid σ for all
participants in each sorting. After angle sorting three times, we averaged the DTs of the
same participant, and then we obtained the estimated discrimination threshold through
Equation (4) and DT = 0.675σ. An independent samples T-Test was used to determine
whether there were any statistically significant differences in the discrimination thresholds
between the two groups. T-Test analyses were performed using SPSS version 26.0.

5.4. Results and Discussion

The experimental results show that young and old groups have significant differences
in the performance of angle sorting tasks, as shown in Figure 12. Moreover, compared with
the younger group, the performance of the elderly group has experienced a significant
decline [t22.79 = −2.784, p = 0.011, Cohen’s d = −1.166], which is consistent with previous
research showing that the ability to discern the angle decreases with age [44,45].
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Figure 12. The average of DT from angle sorting in the young and old groups showed that the
performance of young participants was significantly better than that of old participants. Values are
means ± SEM. (* p < 0.05).

It is well known and confirmed that since cognitive ability declines with age, the
angle discrimination ability of elderly subjects is significantly weaker than that of younger
participants [46–48]. The results of the experiment are the same as our expectations, which
were to see significant differences in the performance of the angle sorting task between
participants of different ages. Similar to the previous study, the discrimination threshold of
angle sorting of the elderly was also significantly lower than that of the young. This result
strongly supports our aim for this device that we want to use for cognitive diagnosis and
the like. At the same time, it also proves the convenience and stability that relatively stable
results can be obtained in a short time.
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6. Conclusions

In this work, we have presented a new method for haptic angle discrimination. The
method includes an efficient angle sorting paradigm and an effective angle sorting system.
The angle sorting paradigm has high efficiency for testing haptic shape discrimination
ability. In the angle sorting and 2AFC experiments, it was found that it takes 3–5 min for
one trial to obtain DT1, but it takes 160–180 min to obtain DT2. In addition, according
to the correlation between DT1 and DT2, the relationship between the two methods, and
the similarity of cognitive processes, all indicated that the results of both the haptic angle
sorting method can also be used to evaluate haptic shape discrimination. Moreover,
the angle sort DT1 is stable, and its evaluation result is better than the angle threshold
evaluation in 2AFC. The system is easy to use for both the experimenters and participants
in the evaluation experiments. The contribution of the system is to unify the experimental
procedure, simplify the operation, and be convenient for analyzing the raw experimental
data to form a meaningful parameter that reflects the discrimination abilities. In comparing
the two-angle discrimination method, the user only needs to operate the software, and the
results are obtained in a few seconds from the angle sorting system. Moreover, this method
could also be used to evaluate the angle discriminability of people of different ages.

Through the two experiments of the present study, the system evaluation and the
comparison of population differences, we demonstrated the practicality of our system. We
also showed that the new method may have potential application value in the evaluation of
haptic discrimination ability, haptic cognitive function and even early clinical evaluation.

Our future work will entail designing more series of haptic angle patterns with
different angular differences, such as 3◦, 4◦ and 5◦ differentials, to satisfy a larger DT1
demands and even serve as a preclinical screening test.
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